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HuskyNet requires password change
Emily Hawkins
STAFF WRITER

SCSU students are logging on to their Husky Net
accounts to find out they
now need to change their
password every 180 days for
security purposes.
SCSU graduate student,
Trevare Sherman, said she
thought the changes were inconvenient.
“I wouldn’t know if this
was necessary until I expe-

rienced a problem with security for myself,” Sherman
said.
“I would expect the security would be good enough
already that we don’t have to
do this,” said SCSU graduate
student, Y Ji Chong.
Both Chong and Sherman said that they have never been concerned about the
security of their Husky Net
accounts before.
MnSCU has passed this
policy effective on campus

FAST FACTS:
-after Oct. 1, it is expected that students will have to
change their passwords every 180 days.
-it is expected that passwords will have to be eight
characters in length.

Oct. 1, 2009, but students
are already finding that they
need to change their passwords if they have not done
so in the past 180 days.
For security purposes
students need to change their

passwords more often along
with making their passwords
stronger.
The policy states that
students need to change their
password at least once every
180 days; the password must

have a minimum of eight
characters and have three of
four characters (uppercase,
lowercase, numbers, special
characters).
Darrin Printy, security
director at Husky Net, said
that this change is happening
now because of the ability to
access more data in different
accounts through one password.
“It isn’t just e-mail
now.”
This change should help

Valerie Steffl
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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season

St.
Cloudcost of
living
index is
released

The numbers are in and St.
Cloud’s Cost of Living Index
is looking good for some consumers, but may hurt others.
This index, published
quarterly by the Council for
Community and Economic Research, compares the prices in
320 urban areas across the nation. It is similar to the more
familiar Consumer Price Index,
which compares prices over
time.
Some individuals and businesses use the Cost of Living
Index to decide if moving to
a particular area would allow
them to remain at their current
standard of living.
The overall rating of an urban area is based on six component indexes: groceries, housing, utilities, transportation,
health care and miscellaneous
goods and services.
St. Cloud Area Chamber
of Commerce President Teresa
Bohnen said that all the indexes
remained close to the national
average of 100 percent except
for housing, which was 16.8
percent below the national average.
Bohnen said that while the
Twin Cities is considered the
business center of Minnesota,
some companies have moved
into the area to expand their
operations.
Bohnen cited the recent expansions of Thief River Fallsbased Arctic Cat and Winnipeg-based New Flyer Bus
Company to the area because
of their proximity to their home
plants.
She also said that the I-94
business park has also seen
an influx in business development.
John DeVries, an Economics faculty member at Central
Lakes College in Brainerd, had
a different perspective.
He said that the Cost of
Living Index affects Social Security recipients via an annual
Social Security Adjustment.
He also said that there would
be no adjustment this year
compared to the 5.8 percent adjustment last year.
Mr. DeVries said that students have to watch out for rising inflation. Rising inflation
would reduce an individual’s
standard of living if the Cost of
Living Index increased.
Teresa Bohnen said that
the area has seen many SCSU
graduates leave the area, but
that graduates from the technical college have stuck around.
She said that she believes the
area is great place to raise a
family and that many graduates are moving back to do just
that.

prevent people from hacking
in to students’ Husky Net accounts, which usually store
personal and confidential information.
The problem before this
new policy was that students’
passwords were being compromised without the student
even knowing, often for a
prolonged period of time.
With the password

CARL LOCKER/ CONTRIBUTING Photographer

Fresh vegetables being sold at the farmers’ market on Monday in the Atwood Mall. The farmers’ market is
expected to be available every Monday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Atwood Mall until October 5.

Farmers’ market in Atwood
Alyssa Zare
CONTRIBUTING writer

FAST FACTS:

Last Monday, a farmers’
market located outside of the
Atwood Memorial Center offered locally grown produce
to the campus community.
The farmers’ market is
expected be located outside
of Atwood on Mondays
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
is planned to continue to run
through October.
Carol Miller, who is a
part of the Central Minnesota Sustainability Project,
one of the organizations at
the farmers’ market, said that

- This is the first year SCSU has hosted a farmers’
market on campus.
-The farmer’s market is expected to be available from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Mondays through October.
Foods grown without the use of chemicals are available
for purchase at the farmers’ market.

her and the others in her organization have a main focus
and that is their commitment
to sustainability.

“We have two goals with
the Central Minnesota Sustainability Project and they
are teaching people to grow

food without chemicals, and
through the next few years to
be sustainable and working
in partnership to build nonprofit organizations,” Miller
said.
Miller was one of the individuals that actually helped
start her organization which
occurred recently, on July 31
of this year.
Overall, the Central Minnesota Sustainability Project’s mission is to “teach the
community the value of the
environment and economic

•See Market/ Page 4

Many move-in offenses
not committed by SCSU
Staff Report

FAST FACTS:

St. Cloud Police issued
226 citations during what is
known as move-in weekend
on the South side of St. Cloud
near the SCSU campus.
SCSU students were not the
only offenders during movein weekend.
The offenses, which
ranged from terroristic threats
to littering, increased by 28
from last year’s issues offenses.
The St. Cloud Police Department worked in partnership with SCSU, the St. Cloud
Technical College, personnel

-226 citations were given during move-in weekend.
-103 tickets were given for open container offenses.
from different St. Cloud City
offices and the St. Cloud Fire
Department to maintain the
security of students into the
south side area.
Aug. 22 was a scheduled
“drop day” for St. Cloud police officers.
Officer Martin Sayre said
that a drop day is when the
entire police department is

Mainstreet at SCSU

Page 5

scheduled to work as a means
of maintaining order during
special occasions.
Of the many reported offenses on the south side of St.
Cloud, Sayre said a robbery in
the area caused a bit of chaos,
but the officers kept a good
handle on the activity.
Overall, 18 individuals
were booked in the Stearns

County Jail between Aug. 21
and Aug. 23.
Move-in weekend concluded with 103 people obtaining tickets for an open
container offense, 61 were
given tickets for underage
consumption, 16 were cited
with various driving violations, four were arrested on
robbery suspicions, and one
arrest in connection to a terroristic threat.
The move-in Critical Incident Report said that the
St. Cloud Police Department
wanted to thank students and
other residents for their cooperation over the weekend.

Spoken word artist on campus

Over 250 groups
and clubs run by
students were
represented
at Mainstreet
Wednesday.

Page 9
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Signe Harriday performed
Wednesday
pieces that
explore both
identity and
relationships.

To commemorate the 20
years of serving and advocating for women, SCSU’s
Women’s Center is hosting its annual Women on
Wednesday series presenting
the evolution of women’s
rights over the years.
The first Women on
Wednesday event is expected
to take place from noon to 1
p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 9
in the Atwood Little Theatre
and is open to everyone.
This event is expected to
present a panel discussion
titled “Across the Generations: Empowering Women
for Over 20 Years,” and
will discuss the successes
and challenges that have
occurred in women’s rights
and advocacy throughout the
years.
Sept. 9 will feature a panel of past and present faculty
and staff of the Women’s
Studies Program and Women’s Center.
Panelists Dr. Beth Berila, Lee LaDue, Dr. Mumbi
Mwangi, Jane Olsen, Dr.
June Parrott and Pat Samuel
plan to present their experiences in activism, empowerment and feminist teaching.
The Women On Wednesday series is one of the Center’s oldest and most relied
upon programs.
According to Jane Olsen,
director of the Center, the series began about six weeks
after the Center opened.
It began as an opportunity for women to gather,
have a brown bag lunch and
discuss a topic.
“Women on Wednesday
has become institutionalized
because people depend on
it and expect it to be there,”
Olsen said.
The success of the series
can be attributed to the quality and type of presenters and
topics that are featured every
Wednesday.
“Women on Wednesday
highlights diverse women’s
voices on all kinds of different topics and presents women who are experts in their
fields,” Olsen said. “[Women
on Wednesday] gets types of
information and education to
the students in the campus
community that isn’t necessarily available in the mainstream.”
Even though some of
their programming may be
under-utilized, Olsen does

•See Women/ Page 5

Volleyball host tourney
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The Huskies
went 1-3 in
a tournament
they hosted
at Halenbeck
Hall.
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Bail Set at $300,000 for Robbery Suspect
ST. CLOUD – A 25-year-old St. Cloud man with a long criminal history
was put in jail instead of $300,000 bail on Friday after his arrest for a robbery
charge.
Kevin Jay Banks Jr. was arrested after he was accused of robbing a woman
in a St. Cloud parking lot Monday.
Banks was accused of reaching into the vehicle of a woman he knew Monday night and taking a digital camera from her purse. He threatened the victim, saying he was “gonna lay (her) out” if she touched him, according to the
complaint.
Banks has a history of assaults and making threats in the surrounding counties, which date back to his juvenile years.
The assistant Stearns County Attorney, Nathan Crowe, called Banks a public safety risk and filed a motion asking that Banks receive a sentence more
severe than what he was already convicted for.
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Report
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State

Man Dies Riding Lawnmower on Highway

3

VINING, Minn.- Authorities report that a 78-year-old man died after he
was hit by a car as he drove his lawnmower on the highway.
The sheriff reported that the driver of the lawnmower, Wayne Mervin
Gunderson, was turning his mower around on the county highway near Vining on Thursday when he was hit.
Later, Gunderson was airlifted to a Fargo hospital where he later died.
The driver of the car was taken to a Fergus Falls hospital where she was
treated and released.

Nation

Obama’s Anticipated Address Stirs Parents
WASHINGTON- President Obama’s Tuesday-planned online speech to address the nation’s students is causing an uproar from administrators and parents. Some school districts report that they have gotten more calls than they
ever have had on one issue, and some parents will keep their children home
Tuesday because of it.
In President Obama’s speech, he will challenge students “to work hard, stay
in school and dramatically reduce the dropout rate,” says White House spokesperson Tommy Victor. White House administration assures the public that this
is not a policy speech.The speech will be available for all to view online.
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World

Five Life Terms Given to Soldier in Iraq Rape

BAGHDAD, Iraq- A former US soldier got five life sentences for his
part in the 2006 rape and murder of an Iraqi teen and killing her three family members.
Steven Dale Green, 24, of Midland, Texas was convicted by a civilian
jury in western Kentucky in May of raping Abeer Quassim a-Janabi, conspiracy and counts of murder. Green killed her mother, father and sister,
and was the third soldier to rape her before shooting her in the face. Her
body was then set on fire.
Green told the judge that he was only following orders from other soldiers, and claimed “If I had not joined the Army, if I had not gone to Iraq,
I would not have got caught up in anything.”

Weird news

Man Fires Cannonball Into Neighbor’s Home

1. (8/30/09) Alcohol Confiscation, Sherburne Hall
2. (8/30/09) Trespass (Male non-student) Mitchell Hall
3. (8/30/09) Fire, Brown Hall (Grounds)
4. (8/31/09) Drug Confiscation, Holes Hall
5. (8/31/09) Disorderly Conduct, Atwood Center
6. (9/1/09) Stuck Elevator, Stearns Hall

Chronicle Online Poll

What would you do if Facebook did not exist?
aActually get my homework done
aBe more active
aBe depressed I wouldn’t be able to keep
in touch with my friends

aI don’t use Facebook, so nothing would
change

UNIONTOWN, Pa.- A Pennsylvania man, who recreates firearms from
Vote at www.universitychronicle.com
previous wars, accidentally shot a 2-pound cannonball through the wall
of his neighbor’s house.
William Maser, 54, fired the cannonball Wednesday night outside his
Georges Township home that ricocheted and hit a house 400 yards away.
The two-inch cannonball smashed through a window and a wall
1. Between 1937 and 1945 Heinz
before landing in a closet. No one was hurt in the incident. State police
produced a version of Alphacharged Maser with reckless endangerment, criminal mischief and disorbetic Spaghetti especially for
derly conduct.
the German market that
Maser told the local television station that recreating 19th century can- consisted solely of little pasta
nons is a longtime hobby. He apologized and said he will stop shooting
swastikas.
them on his property.
2. More than 50% of the people
in the world have never made
or received a telephone call.
3. Rats and horses can’t vomit.
Interesting events from the past
4. The “sixth sick sheik’s sixth
sheep’s sick” is said to be the
-1934 Luxury liner “Morro Castle” burns off of N.J., killing
toughest tongue twister in the
English language.
134 people
5. If you sneeze too hard, you
-1936 Boulder Dam (now Hoover Dam) begins operation
can fracture a rib.
6. If you try to suppress a
-1943 Fire in decrepit, old Gulf Hotel kills 45 (Houston, Texas)
sneeze, you can rupture a
blood
vessel in your head or
-1980 32nd Emmy Awards shown despite boycott
neck and die.
7. It is physically impossible
-1983 Drury Gallagher sets fastest swim around Manhattan
for pigs to look to the sky.

Bet you Didn’t
Know...

This day in history

(6h41m35s)

Local weather forecast
Monday

Tuesday

Sunny

Sunny

High: 79 °F
Low: 53 °F

High: 78 °F
Low: 58°F

Wednesday

Thursday

Few Showers

Partly Cloud

High: 72 °F
Low: 51 °F

High: 74 °F
Low: 52 °F
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LGBT remembers coming out of ‘closet’
Jun-Kai Teoh
STAFF writer

It has been 10 years since
the LGBT Resource Center
was set up, but the history of
the LGBT Resource Center
is much longer.
The LGBT Resource
Center (known as the GLBT
Services in the past) first
started in 1993 when Dr.
Jeffrey Ringer, a Communication Studies Professor,
appealed for funds to hire
a graduate assistant to help
with establishing the GLBT
center.
It remained as part of the
Women’s Center up until six
years later when Sheri Atkinson, with the support of
Jane Olsen, the Director of
Women’s Center, took over
the position as the graduate assistant and decided to
move the LGBT Resource
Center out of the Women’s
Center and into its own office in the Atwood Memorial
Center.
“She was literally in a
very small office, and the
joke was that she called it the
‘closet’,” Olsen said.
Heidi Aldes, the current
Director of the LGBT Resource Center, was then a
student of SCSU and worked
closely with Atkinson in the
early days of the Center’s establishment.
“When we were working, we were kind of spilling
out of this ‘closet’ space and
eventually we were moved to
this place (B105, the current
LGBT Resource Center office),” Aldes said.
Recently, a number of
changes have also been made
to The LGBT Resource Center office in Atwood as well
as the official Web site of the
center.
Aldes said she made
those changes to provide
students with a safe space to
congregate as well as to provide student organizations
such as OutLoud and GLBT
Alliance a place they could
utilize.
Throughout its 10 year
history, the LGBT Resource

TUESDAY

• Volunteer and
Service-learning
Fair

From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in the main lounge of
Atwood, about 30 nonprofit agencies in the
St. Cloud area will offer
information on volunteering.

WEDNESDAY

• Chocolate Festival

Sponsored by the
Women’s Center, the
Chocolate Festival will
offer chocolates, board
games and topic tables
from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
in the Atwood Memorical Center.

SATURDAY

JARED ADMAVE/ CONTRIBUTING Photographer

SCSU’s LGBT Resource Center is made up entirely of student staff members including one full-time graduate assistant.

Center has changed and
grown from its origins in a
tightly cramped room.
The programs and services that the center offers
have changed over the years
in hopes to suit the needs of
the students.
“It really has been amazing and one of the reasons it’s
so amazing is that resources
have been so limited,” Olsen
said
However, Olsen said that
the center is still currently
working with very limited
resources despite now having a full-time graduate assistant.
“Although they have an
incredible student staff, they
do not have any other professional staff within the center
to rely on and that’s hard,”
Olsen said.

TIMELINE OF LGBT Resource Center:
-1993: LGBT Resource Center, then GLBT Services, was established.
--1999: LGBT Resource Center branches from the Women’s Center and moves to its
own office in the Atwood Memorial Center.
-LGBT moves from a small office referred to as the ‘closet’ into a larger office.
-LGBT works with the Women’s Center to help bring guest speaker Angela Davis to
SCSU.

The LGBT Resource
Center and the Women’s
Center have worked together
in the past as well.
The two centers often
work together in events such
as Take Back the Night and
also worked together with
other services to invite Angela Davis in March 2009.

Aldes said she believes
that the United States has
changed and continues in the
right direction, even though
it is taking a long time.
Aldes said that she believes the U.S. is “growing, but probably not fast
enough.”
She also said that she be-

lieves while there is room for
improvement for the campus
to be inclusive and to offer
a supportive environment,
the campus has already been
making an effort to address
whatever shortcomings there
are.

• Kayaking Introduction

This eight-hour course
sponsored by Outdoor
Endeavors is designed
to provide basic kayaking skills. The class
runs from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. and costs $45.

SATURDAY

• Chinese Moonlight Festival

From 6:30 p.m. to 10:30
p.m. in the Atwood Memorial Center Ballroom,
the Chinese Moonlight
Festival will provide
food, calligraphy and
performances.
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SGA discusses publicity at first meeting
Emilie Thiessen
STAFF WRITER
SCSU’s Student Government Association (SGA) held
its first official meeting of the
school year on Thursday, and
some of first orders of business were internal elections.
This year, there were various openings that needed to
be filled, most of which were
in the Senate.
There were nine newly
elected Senators at Large.
Their names included
Alex Kharam, Frank McBroom, John Parro, Raymond
Widstrand, Brian McCollum, Neha Patonkar, Alisha
Arnold, Jarrod Wiggins and
Ashli Gerdes.
In addition to the Senator-at-Large positions, each
college on campus has two
members of Senate to repre-

sent them.
Nazahar Hagi and Muhammed Shahbaz were both
elected as Senators representing the College of Business,
and Mariel McCoy and Bandana Khakurel were elected
as Senators to represent the
College of Social Sciences.
There was one Senate
seat open for the College of
Science and Engineering and
Chessa Ossefort was elected
to fill that position.
There were two open Senate seats for the College of
Fine Arts and Humanities,
however only one was filled
by newly elected Senator
Elizabeth Miller.
Though the night focused
on elections, the recurring
theme for the evening was
better public relations for the
SGA.
Each applying Senator
was asked what he or she

“T

he number one thing on my agenda is more publicity.”
Michael Jamnick
SGA President
thought was the most pressing issue that the SGA needed
to tackle this school year, and
nearly all responded that the
spread of SGA awareness was
crucial.
Junior Jarrod Wiggins,
a newly elected Senator-atLarge majoring in Social
Studies Education, said he
would like to see considerably
more coverage of the SGA on
campus.
“As a student, my first
couple of years I had heard
about what SGA was, but I

didn’t really understand what
they did and how they could
better serve me. I am sure
there are plenty of things
that the [SGA] controls and
decides, but I don’t hear you
guys get credit for that. It
would be nice to see the SGA
show what they are doing.”
Newly elected Senator-atLarge Neha Patonkar agreed.
Patonakar, a sophomore
majoring in Mechanical engineering, said she believes that
students should know to go to
the SGA with their problems,

and that the SGA should be
available to the students at
any time.
“I feel that for an organization like the SGA, it is
very important for us to be
approachable and accommodating to the students. [They]
should have the freedom and
access to come talk to us
about any kind of questions
or concerns that they might
have,” Patonakar said.
Lindsey Scherer, a Mass
Communications major who
also acts as the Public Relations representative for the
SGA, said she wants to see
some change this year.
“SGA doesn’t really have
its name out there and it is not
well known on campus exactly what we do or even if we
exist in some cases, so we are
going to try to change that this
year,” Scherer said.
“The number one thing on

my agenda is more publicity,”
[which includes] students
knowing that we exist, the
student body knowing that we
are here to serve the student
body and showing that we can
be a positive influence on this
campus,” said SGA President
Michael Jamnick.
Student
Government
meetings are expected to be
held every Thursday at 5 p.m.
in the Cascade Room inAtwood Memorial Center.
Students are welcome to
attend and share any comments or concerns they many
have with the Student Government. President Jamnick
plans to hold weekly Town
Hall meetings in the M’de
Wakan room in the Atwood
Memorial Center.
The next scheduled Town
Hall meeting is from 1 p.m. to
2 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 14.

Market
Continued from Page 1

stability.”
The purpose of the Central Minnesota Sustainability
Project is to “help people
find their way back to gardens, nature and to create an
awareness of the opportunities available in pursuing
economic and environmental
sustainability.”
Stu Vng, a younger
member of an additional
non-profit organization, had
a few comments in regard to
his and the other non-profit
organizations.
“We are a farmers’ market and we are selling veggies to students and to the
community,” Vng said.
Vng said that his family
was able to be part of the
farmer’s market partially
because of a unique connection.
“I got into this organization because my family has
a farm and my family sells
at other places around Minnesota,” Vng said. “We were

actually contacted to come
out and be a part of this and
sell veggies,” Vng said.
The vegetables at the
farmers’ market are all available for purchase, along
with additional healthy food
items.
Vng said that the best
part of being a part of his organization is the opportunity
to supply his vegetables to
the community.
“[We] came here this
morning expecting it to be
kind of dead and so far it’s
good. As of now, our veggies
have ran out, and it’s only
been an hour and a half,”
Vng said.
Every SCSU student
and others are encouraged
to walk around the numerous organizations and find
out for themselves what they
have to offer.

CARL LOCKER/ CONTRIBUTING Photographer

SCSU travel and tourism senior Sarah Levinski working at her father’s stand selling their produce at the
farmers’ market on Monday. The farmers’ market is planned be in the Atwood Mall on Mondays from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. until Oct. 5.
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Use of paper on campus evens out
Kyle Nelson
contributing writer

SCSU goes through
about 14 to 16 million sheets
of white printing paper per
year.
According to Jeff John,
Director of Printing Services, 14 million sheets costs
around $96,000 per year.
Printing Services is responsible for distributing
paper to all departments on
campus.
John said that costs for
the paper had been increasing, but have recently evened
out.
John said within their
department, the use of the
digital four-color press has
helped reduce mistakes with
the copying process, resulting in less paper usage overall.
“We try to use the paper
the most efficient way we
can,” John said.

There are also numerous other factors to consider
when assessing the use and
reduction of paper on campus.
SCSU Professor of Biological Sciences, Anthony
Marcattilio, who teaches
an Environmental Studies
course, said there are four
ways to reduce paper usage.
They are reduction, reuse, and the two kinds of
recycling: primary and secondary.
Reduction occurs on
campus with the use of twosided printers, increased emphasis on the use of D2L and
through e-mail.
Marcattilio said that paper reduction with the use of
electronic media has been a
slow process, but has continued to improve throughout
the years.
Reusing paper consists of
being mindful of the uses of
paper and making sure that it

jared admave/ contributing Photographer

“T

he less you ask of people, the more
they do.”
Anthony Marcattilio
SCSU Professor of Biological Sciences

Student organizations continue to use paper to promote their organization at Mainstreet on campus on
Wednesday.

is not going to waste.
Recycling comes in two
forms. The first, primary,
consists of taking something
like paper and reverting it to
its original form.
The second type involves
turning something like paper into something else like

cardboard, pallets or kitty
litter.
Marcattilio said that
when it comes to pollution, a
little less than half of everyday waste comes from paper
products.
“People would think paper would decompose quick-

Password

Women

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

changes, if a password is
compromised, it should not
be for With the password
changes, if a password is
compromised, it should not
be for long because it will
need to be changed and the
hacker is no longer able to
access the account.
“Try to stick with something familiar,” said Printy
about selecting an effective
password. “Don’t make it so
complicated that you need to
write it down.”
Printy also said that students should not use the
same password for multiple
accounts. When one account
becomes compromised, the
same password can be used
to hack into other accounts
if multiple passwords are not
used.
Instead, it is recommended that students use a familiar
password with small changes

for different accounts.
In order to avoid forgetting which password is most
current, try using simple
changes like capitalizing the
first letter for one change and
capitalizing the last letter for
another change. Students
could also try adding a special character in the middle
of the existing password.
They are small changes
but can be very effective and
easy to remember.
“Don’t give out private
information to someone you
don’t know,” Printy said regarding security for other
on-line accounts. “Always
know who you are giving
your information to.”
For more information
about the new password
policy along with other information about HuskyNet
services go to www.huskeynet.stcloudstate.edu.

not measure the center’s
success in the numbers who
attend but by the impact on
the people who do.
Last year Olsen remembers that after one Women
on Wednesday presentation,
a woman in the audience expressed that the presenter’s
message “changed her life.”
The series has evolved
with the changes in the climate and culture of women
and mens’ lives and is created with the input from the
student staff over the past 20
years.
Student input and involvement along with evaluation data bring the most
critical topics to campus.
The Center has many
other successes beyond the
annual series. They have
also instilled the Respect and
Responsibility program that
educates students about sex-

ual assault and violence.
“College-age women are
the most at risk for sexual assault,” Olsen said.
Other programs include
the annual Take Back the
Night, the Rape Aggression
Defense (R.A.D.) class, their
involvement in Women’s
History Month and their
scholarship program that has
distributed $32,000 annually
for five years, among many
others.
Women’s issues have
evolved through the years
and Olsen said she believes
she has seen some improvements.
“[The Center has worked
to] make sure women have
equal opportunities at St.
Cloud State as well as safety
and dignity and fulfill their
goals to why they came to
the University in the first
place,” Olsen said.

ly, however it can take 20 to
30 years in some instances,”
Marcattilio said.
Marcattilio said that recycling has become easier
now than in the past because
of the cooperation of the garbage and recycling industries
becoming more customer-

friendly.
“The less you ask of people, the more they do,” Marcattilio said.

In 2009, Olsen said that
she is happy to see that
women are pursuing fields
that they were before discouraged from.
Olsen said she sees less
sexual harassment occurring
in the university setting. Another success is that women
now have the courage and
education to file reports.
“We are still breaking
down stereotypes that are
just as alive today as they
were in the 1960s,” said
Debbie Gingras, office manager in the Center.
As the population of St.
Cloud diversifies, the issues
facing minorities has increased. Olsen said she sees
that women who face compounded minority statuses
face the most hardships.
“St. Cloud no longer has
the small town feel and the
community has to embrace
being a college community,”
Gingras said.
“Perceptions and attitudes of gender are changing and it is time for us to
be thinking about the needs
of young and non-traditional
women and what role the

Women’s Center plays,” Olsen said.
The Women on Wednesday series is planned to take
place every Wednesday from
noon to 1 p.m. through Dec.
2.
Through the fall semester, the series is planned to
address issues including
gender discrimination, sex
trafficking, pornography and
networking for change.
Some of the other
planned presentations include “Taking Action: Organizing Against Pornography,” which is expected to
take place on Oct. 14,
“Sex Trafficking in Minnesota” is planned for Nov.
4, and “Thirty Years of
Commitment, Courage and
Change” is planned to take
place on Dec 2.
For more information,
call the Women’s Center at
(320) 308-4958 or visit their
office located near the Public
Safety building.

Student organizations take over mainstreet

Blake Weld/staff Photographer

Students flooded the sidewalks of SCSU Wednesday afternoon from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Over 250 student organizations set up booths around campus to promote
their organization and recruit new members. Many view Mainstreet as an opportunity for student organizations, campus services and community members to
welcome new and returning students to campus. The event takes place annually, usually during the second week of school and is hosted by the Center for Student Organizations and Leadership Development (CSOLD). St. Cloud Mayor Dave Kleis, pictured above, was at a booth for an hour Wednesday afternoon during
the event having open discussions with students and faculty.
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Campaign spending
way out of control
When on the
lican. He was born
Tyler
podium,
2008
to spend money on
Ohmann
Presidential candihis campaign.”
dates threw around
While he still
their ideas about
made
campaign
the economy and
stops all over the
how they proposed
U.S and still fundto fix it.
raised he did someBehind
the
thing differently
scenes, however,
that helped him
they were spendsave.
ing millions of dolWhile
other
lars on their campoliticians spoke
Sports Editor
paigns.
at expensive hotels
On the podium,
and large halls,
they made promises to cut Huckabee spoke at smaller
taxes, create jobs and fix the venues such as high schools
healthcare system.
and city parks. He even went
Afterwards, many dined so far as to speak at a pizza
at five-star restaurants, stayed parlor when he was camin luxury suites and held paigning for the Iowa Caufundraisers to get more mon- cus.
ey to spend solely on their
He ran his operation at
campaign.
$10,000 dollars a day, which
According to opensecrets. seems like a lot but was actuorg, the biggest spender was ally more than one-tenth the
not a republican candidate, amount competitor’s Rudy
as many people would ste- Guliani, John McCain and
reotype, but in fact it was the Mitt Romney were spending.
winner of the election; BaThe best part was that
rack Obama.
Huckabee was fairly successThe site says that he spent ful.
approximately $730 million
Nobody really ever gave
on his campaign.
him a chance to win any
Is this what we want?
states, and he ended up winDo we want the candidate ning eight of them totaling
who spends the most money 270 delegates almost double
campaigning to win the elec- the amount of delegates
tion?
Romney won.
I certainly don’t.
He showed that someone
I know there were other who doesn’t spend exorbitant
factors in making Obama amounts of money could in
president.
fact run a successful camDoesn’t it make you won- paign.
der that if he hadn’t spent all
No matter which side of
that money for television ads, the aisle you fall, you can at
nice hotels to speak at and least agree that the spending
flying around the country to that goes on is too much.
campaign, Would he have
Only we can decide to tell
still won?
them that they cannot buy our
John McCain spent a lot votes.
of money too, the opensecret.
I hope that politicians can
org Web site estimates around see that they can do well with333 million.
out forking out the cash, and
Although that is half of that guys like Mike Huckabee
what Obama spent, it is still should become an example to
too much.
all politicians on how to run
One politician tried his a campaign, with out running
best to limit his spending, up a huge bill.
because like me, he believes
I also hope that people
that politics has become less can see this and steer away
about the issues and more of from candidates who are just
a popularity contest, where trying to buy their votes.
candidates can buy popularity
Candidates who claim
by purchasing lengthy televi- to help the economy, but are
sion ads and flying numerous spending over $100,000 a
miles in a private jet all over day on their campaigns.
the country.
Begin researching upThat politician was Mike coming elections earlier and
Huckabee.
study the issues and no the
I know what you are advertisements.
thinking, “but he is a repubThe opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Editorial Board
Kyle Stevens
Opinions Editor

Joseph Froemming
Opinions Editor

How and why we do
what we do

University Chronicle editors have taken some
abuse over the past few months. There have been
negative comments posted online about the ability
to edit and, in some cases, our inability to censor.
While there is no doubt a fine line between
what is unethical and what is in bad taste, editors
must walk that line every day.
As a newspaper that covers and is covered by
the student population, it is our goal to allow for
the free speach of all of our writers.
What we do not want to do is censor them in
any way.
We aim to keep any and all defamatory comments out of the paper, but there are mistakes.
There is no excuse for that and we are working to
keep it from happening again.
However, that does not mean that we will
engage in any type of censorship when it comes to
our writers.
We refrain from printing most coarse language,
but what may strike some as being in bad taste
does not make it ethically corrupt.
As has been stated in numerous opinion pieces,
and is printed on the opinion page in every edition
of the Chronicle, “The opinions expressed on the
Commentary and Opinions pages are not necessarily those of the college, university system or
student body.”
We are always looking for a more diverse point
of view. That only comes from having a large pool
of writers from which to choose.
Like as is the case with many organizations,
we do not have a large number of members. Anyone can write for the Chronicle. You do not need to
be a Mass Comm major or minor. In fact, the more
non-journalism students that write, the better it is
for the diversity for which we strive.
But, no matter who writes, or what is written,
the editors will do their best to edit grammar and
punctuation mistakes while leaving as much of the
content as is possible.
The line between unethical and bad taste thins
everyday, but we are still asked to define it.
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Stereotypes
hurting LGBT
community

Quote of the Day:

“T

he creator of the universe works in mysterious ways.
But he uses a base ten counting system and likes round numbers.”
Scott Adams
Cartoonist

Sick of mandatory attendace
Jessica Barber
Contributing writer

SCSU’s Mandatory Attendance Policy Creates
Problems for Students
Lately, as I read and
watch the news, I hear a lot
about preparation for a second wave of the H1N1 flu
pandemic. I‘ve also taken
more notice of the mass
emails sent out by University
Communications with H1N1
in the subject line.
These emails are being
used to inform St. Cloud’s
campus community about
the University’s plans regarding the H1N1 flu.
Although I should be
more concerned about going
in to get my flu shot towards
the end of September, I can’t
help but be more scared about
the consequences I might
have to deal with given the
chance I do come down with
this sickness or, any other.
Unfortunately for students, SCSU enforces a
mandatory attendance policy. “St. Cloud State University requires all students to
attend classes in which they
are enrolled.” This statement
can be found online in the
SCSU undergraduate catalog
(last updated November 7,
2008.)
There are numerous ways
this policy is implemented on
campus, methods that vary
according to the professor.
SCSU instructors most
commonly try to prevent students from missing class by
punishing students for their
unexcused absences through
grade letter reduction, denial
of attendance points or refusing to let students make up
missed assignments, tests or
quizzes.
Despite these attempts,
students still continue to skip
class. Unfortunately, mandatory attendance policies can
also cause students to be dissatisfied with their university
and its professors. St. Cloud
State has a freshman return
rate of only 71 percent, and
it is possible that such a strict
attendance policy could play
a part.
The time has come for
action to be taken. SCSU
should put an end to its mandatory student attendance
policy.
This policy should be
abolished because it has a
negative effect on students’
health and also causes professors to give students bad
grades for being unhealthy.
A study done at a major
state university in the Midwest found that 84 percent of
students said they skip class
because of reasons associated with health; students
felt unwell and were not sick
enough to see a doctor.
The study investigated
only unexcused absences sickness with a doctor’s note
usually qualifies as an excused absence. In fact, the
study found that health was

the number one cause for
students to skip class unexcused, right above preoccupation and weather.
It is extremely important
that we prevent unhealthy
students from attending class
for several reasons; the most
important is that sick students in class can infect the
healthy students attending
class.
In
2004,
Nevada’s
61,000-student
Washoe
County district had an extreme flu outbreak, which
forced many schools in the
district to adjust their strict
attendance policies.
Steve
Mulvenon,
a
spokesman for the district,
said due to mandatory attendance policies at Washoe
County schools, many students came back to school
before they were fully recovered, thus contributing to
the outbreak. Mulvenon explained that confusion over
the tough attendance policies lead students who had
flu-like symptoms to come
to school anyway.
Influenza typically kills more
than 36,000 Americans each
year, which is why it is such
a serious issue.
So far this year, SCSU
has released numerous
H1N1 warning statements to
the campus community. The
emails broadly discuss the issue of attendance along with
recommendations to prevent
the spread of H1N1.
In one statement, the university gave specific guidelines, including, “Students,
faculty or staff who live either on or off campus and
who have influenza-like illness should self-isolate (i.e.,
stay away from others) in
their dorm room or home for
seven days.”
In another, “We encourage faculty/staff to discuss
absences with their supervisors and students to communicate with their professors if they are staying home
with flu symptoms. Student
Health Services will not provide notes to confirm illness
in students.”
SCSU creates these
guidelines in order to reduce
the risk of further infection
on campus. They most likely understand that students
commonly attend class with
flu-like symptoms, both in
the beginning and in the end
of their sickness, to avoid
grade penalties.
However, in the undergraduate catalogue under
class attendance, the university states, “Faculty members
often use class attendance to
determine a student’s grade,
and excessive absences can
be grounds for failure.”
Students are left to deal
with a double-edged sword:
attend class to prevent grade
reduction but risk infecting
other students with sickness
or stay home to get healthy
but risk losing a full letter
grade.
Many instructors would
bring up the point that as

long as you have a doctor’s
note your absence is excused
and you face no grade penalties. I can only hope that
every student who feels the
onset of any flu-symptoms
goes to the doctor, especially
because people are most contagious with the flu or cold a
day before their symptoms
actually occur.
According to WebMd.
com, young adults with the
flu stay contagious anywhere
from five days to two weeks.
That sounds like a lot of class
time for a student to miss and
a lot of doctor visits.
Also, it is just not the
case that every student who
feels sick goes to the doctor. Aside from young adult
stubbornness, students can’t
always find time to make it
into the doctors due to their
class schedule and, possibly,
a part-time job.
Studies show that 41
percent of full-time college
students work part-time
jobs, and 10 percent work
full-time jobs. Lack of time
has students trying to ignore
their sickness so that they
can continue with their busy
schedule without disturbing
it with a doctor’s appointment.
Another reason students
avoid the doctor’s office is
because they have no insurance and cannot afford to
pay doctor fees. According
to a Commonwealth Fund
Task Force survey, 30 percent of college students are
without insurance.
A visit to the doctor can
cost as much as $65 to $80,
not including prescriptions.
For a student that already
has to pay for classes, books,
food, and parking, we might
be asking too much, especially when students are using their loans to pay for living expenses.
According to the Minnesota Office of Higher Education, 55 percent of undergraduates in Minnesota took
out loans for the 2007-08
school year. This situation
is just another example of a
double-edged sword.
You can stay home with
an unexcused absence and
have your grades suffer, or
you can pay handsomely for
a doctor’s visit in order to
obtain a note for an excused
absence. Either way, instructors are unknowingly putting
students in extremely difficult circumstances.
With a proposed second
wave of H1N1 coming our
way, SCSU must think seriously about abolishing its
mandatory attendance policy. In keeping this policy, instructors risk punishing students for being unhealthy.
There is no reward for
coming to school sick. Mandating a student to attend
class does not always improve the quality of education received.
The decision to attend
class should rest solely in the
hands of the student.
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As far as
stereotypes
go, I just don’t
fit in. I rarely
leave the house
without
my
makeup and
Morgan hair in place. I
scream if a bug
Ross
touches me or
flies near me.
All I can do with my car
is drive it, take it through a
car wash and put gas in it. Oh,
and I am a lesbian.
Stereotypes towards the
LGBT community are commonly known; feminine guys
and masculine girls. I know
that these stereotypes stem
from somewhere. But just
like all other stereotypes, they
do not always hold true.
When I see the average
girly-girl sitting next to me in
class I don’t guess her orientation. I don’t know anything
about her besides what she
looks like and that does not
reveal any specific sexual orientation.
Assuming you know who
someone is just by looking at
them is ridiculous and offensive. Putting a label on them
is even worse. I’ve already
lived in a closet, so do not try
to put me in a box.
Perpetuating stereotypes
is detrimental to any community that is already struggling
to gain equality. There is
more to each individual within the gay community and it is
important to gain knowledge
about a person before you
write them off as just another
stereotypical homo.
I understand why someone would make this topic
into a joke. I also understand
that it is a really deep topic
and addressing it in an opinions piece will not change the
world.
However, I will not make
my life into a joke. I will not
make my sexual orientation
into a joke. And, I will not
make other people feel like a
joke.
The LBGT community
is laughed at enough. I absolutely refuse to add into the
humor.
Stereotyping is a doubleedged sword. I know there
is support within the straight
community of St. Cloud. I
walk through campus and
know I am among allies of the
LGBT community.
It is wrong for me, or any
other person, to stereotype
straight people as ignorant to
the lives of the LGBT community and struggles they
face each day. We are apart
of a generation that is more
open to people and their differences.
I commend all of you who
support the LGBT community. We are in this fight together.
It is important for us
to work as one to create
any change in our society.
Straight, gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender alike, it
will take all of our efforts to
erase the ignorance that lingers on our campus.
Sadly, the ignorance
lives.
It is not solely thriving
within one community. Each
facet of society still breeds ignorance that is a direct consequence of being uneducated.
Unfortunately we are
faced with this type of ignorance even within the LGBT
community.
In a perfect world this
article would never have to
be written. But in reality, it
does.
In reality, an article was
printed a week ago that took
stereotypes about gay men
and lesbians and gave more
fuel to them.
I’m not trying to discredit
the writer who wrote the
piece. However, I am trying
to get a different point across.
Many people are mad that the
LGBT community was made
into a joke in print. And I am
one of them.
I am a firm believer that in
order to make change happen,
you need to do something to
create it.
Taking stereotypes, putting them in print and perpetuating them to mostly straight
audience are not going to
make them question how they
feel. It is going to show that
the stereotypes they already
think are correct, especially
if the information is coming
from a gay man.
So, I ask you, please stop
making my orientation and
the orientation of many others
on this campus into a joke.
Pretty soon you will be
the only one still laughing.
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Guitar out of tune as Find a goal to lose weight Does anyone remember
the sound of conversation
is time and place
Ben Kaufman

Joe
I’ve noticed a
Then, on camnew trend around Froemming pus, I hear people
the St. Cloud area
doing the same
and that is hipsters
thing. People in
playing awful mutheir late teens
sic downtown and
to early twenaround
campus
ties playing blues
with their guitar
songs they probcases open for
ably can’t relate
tips.
to on a personal
This phenomlevel. Maybe they
enon boggles the Opinions Editor can, but I have my
mind and puts a
doubts.
rage in me that I
The
people
can’t properly explain with- who do this on campus are
out breaking George Carlin’s less annoying to me, but
“Seven Words You Can’t Say that’s like saying I’d rather
on TV.”
get punched in the gut rather
Hipsters are the bane of than the face.
my existence. And not only
Like the crazy preachdo they dress like a desti- ers who come by every year
tute, they now act like they and yell at students, this is
are destitute with their street an annoyance on the social
performances.
fabric of the campus.
What’s next? They start
These street performers
demanding change from bombard me with unwanted
people? When will their music on a weekly basis.
ironic madness end?
I understand they want
I began to notice this people to hear their music,
emerging trend this summer but forcing people to only
as I was walking downtown creates an air of disgust with
with my girlfriend and we me.
saw two kids playing music
You know where
on the street.
people go to hear live muDressed in clothes that sic? Venues.
cost more than I pay in rent,
Places like the White
these two maniacs were Horse, the Rox, the Tav and
performing on the street for Pioneer Place are examples
cash tips.
of where people can go to
At the time I thought the play music live in front of
best tip I could give them people who will want to
would be to take guitar les- hear it.
sons. A cheap joke, I know,
Most people walking
and that is why I kept it to downtown or around cammyself at the time.
pus probably are not in the
I figured they would mood to hear your music, no
probably stop. But that matter how loud you play
didn’t happen.
and sing.
Every Sunday night, like
If local people want to
a plague oozing from latfh. play music for money, they
com (look at this f-cking should book themselves a
hipster), the numbers keep show at a venue.
multiplying. It looks like
Performing outside for
one of the street gangs from an audience who, for the
the movie “The Warriors” most part, don’t want to hear
whose niche is irony and this awful racket shouldn’t
Pabst Blue Ribbon.
have to.
Now, I can handle the
I f people are compelled
so-called “Flute Guy.” He to perform music, be decent
makes it clear he is not des- and do it away from the gentitute and he can actually eral public.
play decently from time to
If they are not good
time.
enough to get an audience to
The hipsters playing go somewhere to hear them
(usually outside the Press play, that should be a warnBar) seem to have a tin ear ing sign of their musical caand broken fingers from pabilities (or lack of) right
what I can tell of their play- there.
ing.

Columnist
It’s thick, meaty and depending on my concentration,
hard.
My fat has gotten completely ridiculous (you thought
I was going somewhere else)
and I know that many people are
preaching to love our bodies as
long as we are healthy and being happy with who we are.
However, who I am is not
acceptable in our (the “ME”
generation) world or the acting
world or the gay world. I happen to micromanage my life
to somehow magically fit into
all three; even though all three
don’t have much in common
except for their ridiculous standards on body image.
See, our generation has
grown up with the pressures
of perfect body image. In our
parents persistent push for us
to be completely successful in
everything we do, sometimes it
crosses over even into our appearance.
I don’t think our parents
necessarily want us to purge
ourselves, or binge for that matter, but in their great plan for
us, things have slipped through
the media cracks that maybe
wouldn’t have flown in earlier
decades (then again my Grandma does tell me every now and
again that it’s okay to stop eating
for a day if I splurged the day
before, so maybe that thought
process is flawed).
I could get by and learn to
appreciate every pack I have on
my body, even if it’s not that
kind I want.
However, my profession
doesn’t really allow me to be
out of shape. Yes there are actors who are certainly on the
plumper side and it works for
them.
However, with the kinds of
characters I play, and the way
I was trained, I would be inadequate in playing those kinds
of roles (roles meant for a more
voluptuous actor). So being at
this weight isn’t good.
I went out to acting school
when I was 18, at about this
same weight, and my first day
of class my crazy Russian ballet
teacher lined me and my classmates up and said to me, “You
with the big nose, fix that and
lose 20 lbs”.
Whenever I tell that story
to someone they look shocked
at such a statement, but I didn’t
have it the worst; because the
girl next to me (who was an
all-american beach volleyball
player) was told, “You with the
hips, what is going on there, get
rid of them.”

And so all the students at
my prestigious acting school
(including me) spent their holiday break one way; getting surgery.
I had a deviated septum,
which decreased the size of my
nose, and dropped 20 pounds
in a month on the BRAT diet
(Bread, Rice, Apple Juice and
Toast).
When I came home for
Christmas my mother looked
at me and asked if I was “manorexic”. The girl with the hips
shaved down her hip bones. I
suppose she in fact looked “better” but I thought she was stunning before.
That’s the reality when it
comes to the acting world. Directors, casting agents and managers want something out of a
magazine, or close to something
that will be cost effective on the
touch-ups. And as harsh as that
world is, being a gay man is
even crueler.
The truth is I am attracted to
a certain type of guy. I am not
afraid to admit that I am indeed
shallow when it comes to looks
although looks will only get
you so far on a first date (nothing past the waist, don’t worry
mom, I have morals, something
you instilled in me I suppose),
it’s the emotional and intellectual stuff that I inevitably look
for.
However, the kind of guy
I’m initially attracted too, I
would definitely find in a gym—
somewhere I’ve only visited either to look cool or just simply
to look.
However, I have gained
weight that I haven’t had since I
was 17, and it’s entirely my own
blame.
So in order to put something skimpy on for Halloween
(because it’s the one appropriate time to go somewhere literally in just your underwear and
a pair of wings or a “Where’s
Waldo” sexy costume (without
the pants and a question mark
on the crotch of red underwear
(my best costume to date)) and
not be slandered, I have decided
to lose this weight and hopefully claim back some definition in
my body.
I have to make this happen
by Halloween. I have no idea
how I’m going to do it because
I am as lost as a prostitute in a
church when it comes to knowing how to work any of the machines in the gym.
However, I am sure I can
figure it out—or maybe some
strapping young man will help
me figure it out.
It’s going to suck but at least
the view will be wonderful.

In the past few
realize that someKyra
years, there have
times I am not able
Loch
been many new
to respond to a text
developments in
within 30 seconds
technology to help
of receiving the
us stay connected
message.
with each other.
There are peoCell phones, texple that will legititing, email, mp3
mately get angry
players,
Skype,
and continue to
social networking,
send texts if I do
and instant mesnot reply quickly
Columnist
saging have all beenough.
come a part of our
If the matter
daily lives in communicating were so pressing, a call and
with our friends.
voicemail would be better.
While these new adAll of these new ways of
vancements offer many ad- communicating with each
vantages in communication, other has led to the demise
they have also taken over our of human contact and good
lives and are ruining our so- social skills.
cial skills.
If anything, we have less
Before I continue, I will actual communication with
say that I love all of the new each other using these new
ways I am able to keep in devices.
touch with my friends and
People do not have the
family.
respect or decency to talk
I enjoy texting, I am an about serious issues in peravid Facebook user, and al- son anymore; instead they
ways keep my iPod on me choose to hide behind their
just in case I want to hear a phones or computers.
certain song.
People attack others
I am not saying that these through text messages, and
new devices are horrible, but over Twitter and Facebook
it is how people use them, statuses.
and rely on them, that is beIf someone has an issue
coming a problem.
with someone else, they are
We all know about cell not able to bring it up in perphone etiquette; how it is son and have a face-to-face
rude to have loud personal conversation; they would
conversations in public plac- rather display their aggravaes, or to leave your phone tion for everyone to see on a
turned up in class or movie public website.
theaters.
If someone has a problem
However, there should be with me, I would much prea code of conduct for texting fer they come up to me and
and other forms of messag- talk to me in person rather
ing as well.
then getting a spiteful mesTexting is more conve- sage unexpectedly.
nient when I have a quick
I try to have enough requestion or am in a place spect for people to do the
where I cannot call the per- same and talk to them in person I am trying to reach.
son or on the phone.
However, text messagIt is much easier to work
es can often be unreliable. out problems when I do not
They can be taken the wrong have to worry about if they
way if the receiver does not got my message or how they
pick up on the intended tone understood it.
of the message.
I have noticed how much
I have noticed texts of- people rely on their phones
ten lead to miscommunica- and computers to talk with
tion and much explaining on one another, and it is saddenwhat I meant, especially if ing to see how physical husarcasm was used.
man contact is slowly disapIt is even worse when pearing.
some one does not receive
Believe me, it is well
the text in the first place.
worth it sometimes to put the
Then there are times phone away, go out to meet
when I am in class or when new people, and have conI do not have my phone on versations the old fashioned
me. I wish people would way.
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Student director casts ‘Charlie Brown’
Taylor Selcke
staff writer

As the freshly picked cast
arrives in the basement of
the Performing Arts Center
for the first read-through of
“You’re a Good Man Charlie
Brown,” many people believe senior Anna Rooney,
made the right choice.
Sitting in a circle in the
middle of the room, the small
cast of six laughs and jokes
about their favorite Peanuts
characters that they will be
embodying.
Playing the lead role of
Charlie Brown is Nick Wolf.
Charlie’s little sister, Sally Brown, will be played by
Jackie Potvin.
The
infamous
dog
Snoopy will be played by
Casey Schmoll.
Linus and Lucy Van Pelt
will be played by Adam
Smith and Molly McAlister,
and the role of Schroeder will
be played by John Gladen.
“I had a couple of faculty members that were my
casting panel. They helped
me throughout the auditions
by giving me advice, so they
really played a big part in
the casting process,” said
Rooney.
Starting out as a vague
idea in March of this year,
Rooney was looking to do
something new and innovative for her senior project in
the music department.
When she got the idea for
a musical, it was something

that hadn’t been done by any
students before.
After clearing the decision with faculty members in
the music and theater department, she got right to work.
“I picked ‘You’re a Good
Man Charlie Brown’ because
I needed a play that would be
good in this setting with student actors and something
that had a lot of music,”
Rooney said.
The auditions, which
were held on August 31 and
September 1, played host to
over 20 hopeful actors and
actresses who wanted to be a
part of this musical.
Rooney was careful in
seleting cast members.
“For me, it depended on
each individual character,
but a lot of it is the energy.
I looked at ‘Do they have
high energy that is going to
transmit to the audience?’ If
you can’t look like you are
having fun while you are
performing, it’s not going to
work,” Rooney said.
Although no experience
was needed in order to audition, most of the students
that are in the show have either theatre or music experience.
However, that shouldn’t
intimidate students who
want to audition for upcoming shows.
“Any kind of performing is going to help you out.
Whether it’s taking a theatre
class, being in choir, being
on speech team, or present-

ing something in class, the
most important thing is for
you to be able to be comfortable in front of other people,”
Rooney said.
The actors involved in
this production did just that,
proving that they were up to
the challenge of playing the
role of some of America’s
most well known icons.
“I think I am most excited about getting into the
whole musical scene again. I
wasn’t involved for a year or
two since I’ve been here, but
this opportunity came up and
I thought ‘Why Not?’” said
Gladen.
Being in a production
is not all fun and games
though. The actors chosen
for “You’re a Good Man
Charlie Brown” have to be
committed to the role, and
that means practicing before
the big opening day.
“For September, everyone will practice about five
hours per week, but when
we get closer to the show
that will increase to about 10
or 12 hours per week,” said
Rooney.
Besides just being a fun
senior project for Rooney,
it is also the beginning of a
scholarship fund that will
help other musical talents
achieve their dreams.
Because this musical is
primarily a fundraiser, ticket
prices will be $7 for students,
$12 for the community, and
$30 for a family.
Being a very family ori-

Photo courtesy of msgenevieve.vox.com

“You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown” premieres October 16.

ented show, popcorn will be
served and there will be the
opportunity for kids to participate in coloring contests
and a chance to meet the
cast.
“Once we get on stage, it

will be really rewarding for
both the cast and me to hear
the audience having fun with
us. The script is hilarious and
my actors are fabulous, so it
should be a good show,” said
Rooney.

To purchase tickets for
the October 16th or 17th
showing of “You’re a Good
Man Charlie Brown,” contact the SCSU Music Department.

Spoken word artist explores identity and relationships
Samantha Bushey
visuals editor

Often times, people
avoid discussing uncomfortable topics out of sympathy
or fear of insulting someone.
This was not the case at
7 p.m. Wed., Sept. 2, in the
Atwood Ballroom.
Signe Harriday, a spoken
word artist, spoke on campus
and get students talking about
the exploration of identity,
relationships, discrimination
and community.
“We are going to learn
a lot about each other but if
we don’t open that door it’s
never going to happen,” Harriday said.
Many people expected to
sit through a presentation of
what Harriday had to say. Instead, Harriday presented a
subject and allowed time for
smaller groups to discuss the
topic.
“Sometimes it’s tough
to talk about personal experiences, it’s easier to talk
about what someone else
says,” said MarQueda Rat-

liff, a freshman at SCSU.
Harriday began the night
with a song inviting all the
senses to describe the transition from life at home to life
at college.
Some of these transitioning elements included life
with a roommate, unfamiliar
food, loud music next door,
slamming doors and a lack
of privacy along with so
many other things.
This immediately made
her presentation relatable to
the audience of first-year to
graduate level college students ranging from 18-27
years of age.
Moving into stereotypes,
Harriday quoted a lot of well
known insults many people
use without thinking about
in their everyday life.
Things like “that’s so
gay,” “what a retard,” “how
come there can be a scholarship for a black person but
if there was one for a white
person it would be considered racist?” and “I got
gypped” were just a few of
the examples Harriday gave.

“Take a step back,” Harriday said. “Think about that
other person.”
The next discussion had
to do with stereotypes and
what it takes to be a leader,
with Harriday emphasizing
the fact that people don’t
have to follow the majority
or the stereotypes.
“You’ve got to step back
and show ‘em you’re different.” Harriday said.
In sharing group discussions, one group said that everyone is a teacher whether
they are aware of it or not, so
they may as well try to learn
something.
Harriday’s next performance “Seeing You: Seeing
Me” included clapping and
stomping as she recited a
piece about why people go
to college and why they get
a degree.
The most powerful moment was the pause before
she said, “I got a degree for
me, because I’m defining my
destiny.”
The group discussion
that followed her last per-

formance focused on how
to approach new people and
situations where it may be
necessary to confront someone about something insulting they say.
“Let’s find a way to make
those teachable moments,”
Harriday said. “Tonight we
are not going to solve all the
problems.”
Harriday’s personal mission is to create positive
change through acting and
she began speaking about
seven years ago believing
that her strength is getting
people to start talking.
“I thought it was awesome, great. I opened up
more and thought more indepth,” Ratliff said. “You
find out more about yourself
because it’s very moving and
she’s very realistic.”
“We should have that
more often,” said Mary Henry, SCSU freshman. “Her
spoken word is what we’re
afraid to talk about. We don’t
know we’re all on the same
page until we’re facing each
other.”

samantha bushey/visuals editor

Spoken word artist Signe Harriday listens to students during her performance of “Seeing You: Seeing Me” on Thursday night in the Atwood Ballroom.

Police tribute band arrests the Pioneer Place

blake weld/staff photographer

“Musicians Play Tribute To The Police” performed both Wednesday and Thursday at the Pioneer Place. Billy Thomme kept the beat with Paul Diethelm on guitar
and Al Bergstrom on bass.
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New Used album changes from past ‘screamo’
Meaghan Block
album review

If you have never listened
to the Used, now is the time.
Their new record, Artwork,
was released on August 31. It
is the Used’s fourth full length
album.
Revolver magazine has said
“The record’s gritty, unpolished
sound...is perfumed with hook
laden, sing-along choruses, and
songs that are aggressively chaotic and catchy at once.”
In Artwork, the Used is
distancing itself from musical
descriptions like “emo” and
“screamo.”
Singer Bert McCracken,
who mixes impassioned shrieking with earnest lyrics, rejects
these genres and instead offers
“gross pop” as another suggestion.
Moving forward from Lies
for the Liars (the band’s previous album), the band made a
conscious effort to scale back
the studio tricks and return to

the guitar-dominated direction
of their debut.
By doing so, the songs on
Artwork take on a more streamlined feel due to the omission
of jolting transitions that were
often created by the electronic
elements and the increased
focus on crafting memorable
songs.
In order to adhere to the
band’s pop direction, the songs
do not feature raging screams,
agressive movements or random direction changes in direction.
This focus on making every
song very listener-friendly may
cause initial disappointment
among long time fans but the
screams, creative songwriting,
and the band’s quirky personality are still intact – albeit in a
subtler capacity.
For those hoping to hear
the post-hardcore sounds of
the band’s debut there is the
opener, “Blood on My Hands”
and “The Best of Me” which
feature the most prominent

screams and aggressive guitar
playing.
For those looking for the
lighter pop of the 2004 album,
In Love and Death there are
the instant hooks of “Watered
Down” and the power ballad
“Kissing You Goodbye”.
There’s also plenty of Lies
for the Liars’ experimentation
in songs such as “Empty with
You” and “Come Undone” like
in their 2007 album Lies for the
Liars.
Although the songs gather
influence from previous albums, they don’t sound like
they’re merely rehashes of
those releases.
These songs are a new,
more “mature” breed of music
from the Used. These songs
don’t have extraneous parts,
awkward sections or filler – instead they’re streamlined and
crafted to make every moment
count. The Used has grown up.
A lot of hardcore fans may
have problems dealing with the
restraint that is exercised on

this album.
They would be upset that
the band’s more dissonant
moments have been (mostly)
moved to a supporting role.
It is also a definite possibility that those same people are
going to lament the streamlined
sound that the band uses on this
album.
All of these things are possible, but none of them should
be considered permanent problems.
The Used took the best elements of their previous releases, refined them and delivered
the strongest album of their
career – an album that displays
a subtle maturity in their songwriting that requires more than
a single passive listen to fully
grasp.
The strong choruses draw
the listener in, but beneath that
is a layer of musical complexity
that will lend this album a longevity that should keep people
coming back for more.

Photo courtesy of purevolume.com

The new album from the Used, Artwork, was released on August 31.

‘Chicago’ production to debut after a year of planning
Jennifer Roberts
CONTRIBUTING writer

“The spectacular musical is a tale of corruption,
fame, and jazz…” boasts the
Paramount Theatre’s advertisement for the classic musical Chicago, written by John
Kander and Fred Ebb.
Paramount Theatre, in collaboration with Pioneer Place,
will bring Chicago The Musical to St. Cloud the weekend
of Sept. 11-13.
The story is highly acclaimed, having received six
Tony Awards, two Olivier

Awards and a Grammy (http://
chicagothemusical.com).
The musical follows the
story of two women, Roxie
and Velma Kelly, both guilty
of murder.
Thrown into the mix is
Billy Flynn, a manipulative
lawyer that promises to make
the girls stars while keeping
them off of death row.
The musical is still performed on Broadway and
has been since November of
1996.
It was also adapted into a
very popular movie starring
Renée Zellweger, Catherine

Zeta-Jones and Richard Gere.
The film grossed over
$300 million worldwide and
has received many awards and
nominations.
The production of Chicago
at Paramount Theatre and Pioneer Place is directed by Zach
Curtis, and stars professional
Twin Cities actors, several
of whom have received Ivy
Awards for their acting talent.
“The caliber of talent is
spectacular.” according to
Laurie Johnson, the Interim
Performing Arts Director of
the Paramount Theatre.
She has been involved

with this production since the
beginning, working with Dan
Barth of Pioneer Place to develop the large show.
It has taken over a year to
bring Chicago to St. Cloud.
“We still needed that local
component,” Johnson added.
She held auditions for both
dancers and chorus members
in the area and hired five to be
a part of the show, all of whom
are professionals that grew up
in St. Cloud.
The set includes elaborate
staircases and platforms built
in four days on a site in Waite
Park, then assembled in two

days in the theatre by a small
crew.
Tony Goddard, the Executive Director, and Chuck Norwood, the Technical Director
have both been involved in the
production of the musical in
different aspects, and are both
anticipating a great performance from the professional
actors.
Tickets are available for all
showings of the production.
Tickets for students are
just $15, a discount from the
$24 general admission cost.
There will be four shows
throughout the weekend, in-

cluding Friday, Sept. 11 at
1:30 and 7:30 p.m., Sept. 12
at 7:30 p.m. and Sept. 13 at 2
p.m.
Tickets can be purchased
in advance at the box office
(open 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and also one
hour before each show, over
the phone, 320-259-5463, or
online until two hours before
the show begins http://www.
paramountarts.com.
This show is an opportunity for St. Cloud to view a
famous musical without traveling to New York’s broadway
stage.

Deke Dickerson plays Pioneer in Minn. tour

Jakob Gilk/Asst. visuals editor

The Deke Dickerson band performed a variety of music Tuesday night at the Pioneer Place on Fifth. Dickerson played a double-neck guitar with Justin Stewart
on the bass and Bobby Trimble on the trap set. Trimble played drums on tour around the nation. Last weekend the group played at the Minnesota state fair
and this week they will be touring Spain.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE?
Call Missy.
Variety of Apartments.
On Busline
320-217 4115
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
1&2 BR APTS
$525-540 per month.
www.nomgmt.com/fv
320-654-8300
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
2009-2010 AVAILABILITY
1,2,3,4 BR Apts
www.nomgmt.com/se
320-654-8300

a1&2 BR APTS
$590/Mth-Bus line.
Paid- heat,water,garage,cable.
Call Beth 320-260-3448

ROOMATES WANTED!
4 BR shared Apt.
$285 per month
320-260-3448
SINGLE ROOMS 3-6
blocks SCSU Library.
M/F. Heat/Parking incl.
Dan/Nicole 251-1925
3 AND 4 BR APTS.
Available Immediately. $225
per room close to campus
320-253-1154
ROOMS FOR RENT
$225 per month. Close to
Campus. Locking BR door
320-253-1154
PARKING SPACE AVAILABLE.
5th Avenue location.
259-9434
OPEN HOUSE
Saturday Sep12th
11am-3pm
close to SCSU rentals!
1219 13th Ave. SE

OLYMPIC II 525 13TH STREET
3 or 4 Bedrooms beg at $245
10 or 12 mo. leases
651-361-0803
aaaaaaa
1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN
5 bedroom Apt. 4 girls living
there currently. Looking to
fill last spot. Great location,
3 blocks to campus.
Utilites paid, new carpet.
Call 320-492-1230
HOUSES NOW OR 9/15
or10/1. 1-4 blocks from
SCSU library. Heat/Parking
incl. Clean, updated,
spacious, prof. managed.
Dan/Nicole 251 -1925
1 BR. $395. 2 BR. $490.
Heat/Parking incl. SE
side. Clipper route.
Dan/Nicole 251-1925
LARGE 3 BR APT.
$830/mth on Bus Line Paid
Heat, Water, Garage, Cable
Call Missy: 320-260-3448
www.northernmgmt.com
OPEN HOUSE
Saturday Sept. 12, 11-3
211 Ramsey Place South
1913 Historic Craftsman
Renewed with style
by Moxie Ladies
for sale of lease to own
320-393-4404

HOUSING

FULLY FURNISHED ROOM
for women. Quiet, private
room in family home on
bus route. Fee internet,
cable TV, laundry, parking.
Available immediately $300.
320-250-2144
jwr1021@hotmail.com

DANCING
BALLROOM DANCING
and lessons.
www.studiojeff.com
SWING DANCING
and lessons
www.studiojeff.com
SALSA DANCING
and lessons
www.studiojeff.com

EMPLOYMENT
UNIVERSITY CHRONICLE
Postions: Managing Editor,
Staff Photographers,
Copy Editors, Staff
Writers, Advertising
Reps. Contact Dana at
joda0504@stcloudstate.edu
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
PLACE YOUR OWN JOB
listings in the University
Chronicle. Give college
students the chance
to know you are hiring.
320-308-3943
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Soccer falls
1-0 to Lions
Logan Marxhausen
asst. Sports editor

Huskies lose close match
to Colorado Springs 1-0
The Huskies women’s
soccer team woke up extra
early on Thursday morning
to their alarm clocks and any
other devices to get people
out of bed.
The soccer team left
St. Cloud at 5:30 a.m. for a
weekend of Colorado soccer.
“College athletes are
now used to traveling,” said
head soccer coach Becky
Heiberger. “It’s a part of the
game to have to travel to
another school and perform
just as well as you would at
home. Sometimes it’s good
to travel and get away from
distractions.”
One bus ride to the airport and one plane ride later,
the Huskies land in the rocky
state of Colorado.
“The girls will have to
sink it in,” Heiberger said.
“They need to not think
about soccer for a while and
let their minds release from
sports and then get refocused
for the upcoming game.”
Unfortunately for the
Huskies, refocusing wasn’t
enough to top the University of Colorado-Colorado
Springs (UCCS).
“We actually are without a few players we didn’t
expect to miss,” Heiberger
said. “We had a couple injuries that left us without some
depth at some positions. I al-

ways prepare the girls to the
best of my ability to prepare
them for the next game.
“Sure it would have been
nice to have more than two
practices to get more training
in, but the girls handled the
situation pretty well.”
Josi Heer of UCCS scored
the only goal in the game in
the 58:00 minute mark for a
close 1-0 UCCS victory. The
Huskies were outshot by the
Mountain Lions 13-4.
“They had a lot of shot
attempts,” Heiberger said.
“Although they had a lot of
shots, they didn’t have very
many shots on goal. Our defense played really well in
keeping the ball away from
the net. Sometimes its just
one play that makes a game.
“I am sure that altitude
certainly had a little effect
on the girls, but the girls kept
that level going the whole
time. We kept with them,
fighting the entire match.
Some girls ended up playing the whole 90 minutes because of not having our full
team.”
Like Southwest State,
UCCS is a bigger more physical team than the Huskies
and with the lack of depth,
the Huskies were soon to get
bruised up.
“We were overmatched in
size,” Heiberger said. “With
playing a big team you have
to move the ball a lot faster.
We have to connect passes
better and then dish it back
out. We need to minimize
time with the ball.
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The University of Maine Black Bears and the SCSU Husky football team meet in the middle of the field
before the game Thursday.

Huskies take Black
Bears into overtime
Staff Report

In a back and forth
struggle the Huskies fell
short as the University of
Maine Black Bears made
the last strike on Thursday.
They took the nineteenth-ranked Division I
Football
Championship
Series (FCS) Black Bears
into overtime eventually
losing 34-27.
The Husky offense got
a boost from junior wide
receiver Fred Williams,
who caught a SCSU single game record 15 passes
from senior quarterback
Mitch Watkins.
Williams also finished
with 171 yards and a touchdown.
With less than two minutes remaining in regula-

tion the Huskies drove
down the field without any
timeouts.
Watkins and Williams
connected four times on the
drive, which was capped
off by a 30-yard field goal
by red-shirt freshmen Tyler
Aldridge with only six seconds remaining in regulation.
In overtime, however,
the Huskies got overmatched, allowing Black
Bears quarterback Mike
Brusko a one-yard touchdown scamper.
The Huskies gained 174
yards on the ground getting 109 of those and two
touchdowns from starting running back Brandon
Geiss.
The run defense for the
Huskies gave up a staggering 287 yards.

The Black Bears ran the
ball 54 times while passing
it only 13. Leading their
charge on the ground was
running back Derek Session who had 133 yards on
22 carries and scored the
go-ahead touchdown in the
fourth quarter.
Black Bear quarterback
Mike Brusko fared well on
the ground also, scoring
twice, including the gamewinner in overtime. He finished with 86 yards on 22
carries and was also 9-13
for 101 yards passing.
Leading the Huskies in
tackles was senior defensive back Brian Kampa
with 11. Sophomore Defensive end Ross Kees added
a sack and five tackles for
the Husky Defense.
The Huskies took the
lead going into the fourth

quarter, where they combined with Maine to score
24 points.
Husky senior quarterback Mitch Watkins got his
only touchdown pass and
84 of his 222 passing yards
in the fourth quarter, hitting Williams for a 23-yard
touchdown strike midway
through the quarter to put
the Huskies up 24-20.
Overall the Huskies
gained 365 yards in 31:13
of possession, while Maine
only gained 346 in 28:47.
The crowd of over 5,500
got their moneys worth,
as the there was nine lead
changes in the game.
Next up for the Huskies
is Wayne State (Neb.) at
1 p.m. next Saturday Sep.
12 at Cunningham Field in
Wayne, Nebraska.

Sather’s example leads Huskies
Jake Laxen
Staff Writer

SCSU soccer games
have become a Sather family affair.
“I can always hear my
dad in the stands,” said junior 5-foot-4 forward Lind-

sey Sather. “And my mom,
she always yells for me to
score a goal for her.”
Tim and Ronni come every game – home and away
– to cheer on their daughter
Lindsey. And they’ve had a
lot to cheer about.
Sather has 10 career collegiate goals. It’s more than

any other active player on the
Huskies roster and is eighth
all-time in school history.
Sather made an immediate impact as a freshman in
2007. Her 11 points were
good enough to make her
the first freshman in school
history to lead the team in
scoring.

“I was surprised to have
so much success right away,”
Sather said. “Obviously the
games are more competitive than any other level, but
I think that pushes me to be
better.”
Sather has been playing
soccer since a young age after following her older broth-

er into the sport. She has developed a strong knowledge
of the game through all those
years.
But it’s still her natural
ability that sets her apart.
“She is just a fast, fast
athlete and has the overall
skill and athleticism to be a
solid forward for us,” said
second-year SCSU head
coach Becky Heiberger.
“She just has the ability
to consistently find the net.
She’s pretty amazing.”
But for being an ultratalented player, Sather fits
the description of a coach’s
dream. She never coasts on
her natural ability and helps
motivate her teammates.
“She works so hard,”
Heiberger said. “She has the
natural ability, but she also
puts the time in. And she just
has that want to win. She has
the attitude that we are trying to instill here.”
Added junior teammate
Gabrielle Najera: “She is a
go-getter and works so hard.
She is very tenacious and
gives it her all. I think she
really gets the rest of us going in practice – she leads by
example.”

came together. And getting
out on the Metrodome was
so nerve-racking. And when
(Rezac) made that goal we
just ran to her and celebrated. We were state champs.”
Sather earned All-Tournament Team honors.
In her senior season
during the next fall, Eden
Prairie also made the Class
2A title game. This time,
though, they were runnersup to Woodbury.
“That was a tough loss,”
Sather said. “We should’ve
won that one. And Woodbury was one of our biggest
rivals. So I don’t like to talk
about that one as much.”
Sather had former SCSU
coach Stephanie McGuiness
come and scout a couple of
her games. She was later
sold by meeting the team and
visiting the campus. She’s a
pre-physical therapy major.
“I felt I could really fit
well in with the girls,” Sather
said. “And the facilities were
great. I really wanted to play
out on Husky Stadium.”

High School
Hero

Sather opened her collegiate career in a 5-12-2
season.
The following offseason SCSU didn’t renew
McGuiness’ contract and
hired Heiberger from the
University of South Dakota.
The team improved to
8-8-2 and had a winning record in the NSIC (6-5-2).
“Immediately
she
brought in a ton of energy,”
Sather said. “And things
have become more fun. We
are more like a true team.”
The team has even higher expectations this year and
have set a goal to get in and
do some damage in the NSIC
Tournament.
“We want to be the team
that you expect to win,” Najera said. “We are sick of
always being labeled the underdog.”
And to create progress in
the program this season a lot
is riding on Lindsey.

Sather developed her on
the field personality while
playing for coach Wayne
Harrison at Eden Prairie
High School.
She was on JV in the start
of her freshman year until
her coach recommended her
to move up. She stayed on
varsity for four years and
started the final three years.
But Sather’s biggest legacy came in 2005 when she
helped guide the Eagles to
a state tournament title and
a 17-1-4 record. It was the
first time the school had got
out of the first round of the
girls soccer tournament.
They won on a penalty
kick by her teammate Julie
Rezac.
“It was such an exciting year,” Sather said. “We
all really came through and

High Hopes

Lindsey Sather’s
SCSU career at a Glance:
Goals Assists Points

Bigya Pradhan/Staff photographer

LIndsey Sather, an SCSU Junior Forward, drives toward the goal in an exhibition game against St. Bens on
August 26 at Husky Stadium.

2007:		
2008:		
2009*: 		
(*through 2 games)

4
5
1

3
1
0

11
11
2
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Sather
Continued from Page 13

“She’s definitely been one
of our main contributors and
we need her to keep working
hard and being a team leader,” Heiberger said.
Added Najera: “I’m expecting her to put a lot in
the net. She can just get it in
the net. She can really get it
done.”
So far she has got it
done.
In the Huskies season/

MLB Standings

NSIC opener Lindsey scored
the lone goal in a 1-0 win
over Southwest Minnesota
State on Aug. 30.
And when she gets it
done, be sure you’ll hear
some cheers from the
crowd.
“I love their support,”
Lindsey said. “They really
don’t embarrass me. Well,
not too much. I just ignore
those yells.”

American League (Sun.)
East
New York Yankees
Boston
Tampa Bay
Toronto
Baltimore
Central
Detroit
Minnesota
Chicago Sox
Cleveland
Kansas City
West
LA Angels
Texas
Seattle
Oakland

“S

he's definately been one of our main
contributors and we need her to keep
working hard and being a team leader.”
Rebecca Heiberger

Sather started 14 of 18 games in 2008. Here she fakes out an opposing goalie

Soccer Volleyball
“Regardless of our situation I felt good coming into
this game. We have much
improved in organization.
We definitely minimized a
chance at a close shot. Molly Bender had some huge
saves for us. She really kept
us in the game.
“We played very well in
the beginning of each half.
We need to play larger portions of the game like we
did then. We have to be
consistent and communicate well.
The Huskies close up
their Colorado trip with a
match against Colorado
State-Pueblo late Sunday
night.
“They do not want to
come home with two losses,” Heiberger said. “We
want to represent SCSU the
best we can.”

Continued from Page 16
It is a mixed bag for
SCSU playing in these
non-conference tournaments.
“Tournaments you
know you are going
to play more than one
game during the day,”
Madden said.
“In a single match
conference game you
know they are more
important,
so
you
come out and all out
that game.
“I’m not saying
that you don’t go all
out during tournament
games, but you kind of
get more tired.”
“I like the set-up,”
Gerchy said.
“I
like
playing
tournaments to get us
ready to go. It’s a lot
of games in a short
amount of time.

GB
-7.5
14.5
25.5
31

75-61
68-68
68-70
60-76
51-85

-7
8
15
24

81-54
76-60
72-66
61-76

-5.5
10.5
21

National League (Sun.)
photo courtesy of SCSU AThletic media relations

SCSU head soccer coach

Continued from Page 13

W-L
87-50
79-57
72-64
61-75
56-81

“And then conference play starts and not
that you necessarily get
to relax, but you only
have to gear up for two
teams, one on Friday
and one on Saturday.”
SCSU begins conference play begins at
7p.m. on Tuesday Sept.
15 in Winona, where
they travel to take on
the Warriors.
They do still have
one more tournament
to play next weekend
at the Wisconsin-Parkside.
There they will play
University of Indianapolis, Quincy University, St. Josephs College and the host team
Wisconsin-Parkside.

East
Philadelphia
Atlanta
Florida
New York Mets
Washington

W-L
77-57
72-65
70-67
62-75
47-90

GB
-6.5
8.5
16.5
31.5

Central
St. Louis
Chicago Cubs
Milwaukee
Houston
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh

81-57
68-67
66-70
66-70
63-73
54-81

-11.5
14
14
17
25.5

West
LA Dodgers
Colorado
San Francisco
Arizona
San Diego

81-56
77-60
75-62
61-77
60-77

-4
6
20.5
21

NFC Pre-season
Standings
North

W-L

Chicago Bears
Detroit Lions
Green Bay
Minnesota

3-1
3-1
3-1
3-1

East
Dallas
N.Y Giants
Philadelphia
Washington

2-2
1-3
1-3
1-3

West
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Kayla Tschida, an SCSU junior middle-hitter spikes
one on the Wayne State Wildcat side.

Seattle
St. Louis
San Francisco
Arizona

4-0
3-1
3-1
0-4

South
New Orleans
Atlanta
Tampa Bay
Carolina

3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4
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Football
NSIC Schedule
Games Saturday
Winona State at Bemidji State
Northern State at Upper Iowa
Minnesota Crookston at Augustana
St. Cloud State at Wayne State (NE)
Concordia St. Paul at MSU Moorhead
Minnesota State at Mary
Minnesota Duluth at Southwest Minnesota
State

Soccer
NSIC Schedule
Games Today
Northern Michigan at Minnesota Duluth
Central Washington at Mary
Games Tuesday
Bemidji State at Minnesota Crookston
Games Wednesday
Mount Marty College at Wayne State (NE)
Dakota Wesleyan at Northern State
Upper Iowa at Mount Mercy
Games Friday
St. Cloud State vs. Augustana
Jamestown at Bemidji State
Southwest Minnesota State vs. Winona
State
Games Saturday
Montana State Billings at Mary
Bismarck State at MSU Moorhead
Minnesota Duluth vs. St. Cloud State
Minnesota Crookston at University of 		
Great Falls
Luther College at Concordia St. Paul
Games Sunday
Minnesota Crookston at Montana State 		
Billings
Minnesota Duluth vs. Southwest 		
Minnesota State
Winona State at Augustana
Great Falls at Mary
Wayne State (NE) at Westminster College
(Mo.)
MSU Moorhead at Jamestown

Volleyball
NSIC Schedule
Games Today
Chadron State at Wayne State (NE)
Games Tuesday
Waldorf at Upper Iowa
Games Thursday
Winona State at Wisconsin Parkside
Games Friday
Minnesota Crookston vs. St. Joseph’s
Bemidji State vs. Southwest Minnesota 		
State
Mary vs. Dickinson
St. Cloud State at Wisconsin Parkside
Minnesota State vs. U of Indianapolis
MSU Moorhead vs. Cameron University
Wayne State (NE) vs. Fort Hays State
Minnesota Crookston vs. Quincy 		
University
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College football brings it all

It
is
Thursday afternoon and
I am sitting
in my La-ZBoy, rocking back and
Kyle
forth, tapping
Stevens
my feet and
biting
my
fingernails.
Why? The college football season starts in earnest
this evening with an ESPN
double-header with South
Carolina traveling to North
Carolina State and Boise
State hosting Oregon.
Again, why? I have never
attended,or lived near any of
these schools. I can count on
one hand the number of people I know associated with
the four teams combined.
And I absolutely loathe
the blue turf at Bronco Sta-

dium.
So, why? It’s simply
because for a sports fan,
college football is the best
sporting event on the planet.
Sure, the Stanley Cup
requires a defibrillator for
all of the dramatic moments.
The NFL has better athletes,
and nothing goes better with
a beer and a brat than baseball.
But college football
takes things like European
soccer fanaticism then drops
it down a notch and injects
it into thousands of college
students.
Instead of death threats
against your own goalie,
there are theft-threats against
the other team’s mascot.
Unlike the NBA, or even
college basketball for that
matter, the fact that there is
an all-world player on one

team does not mean that the
game is all but over.
There are upsets in every
sport, but you never feel as
good when the Clippers beat
the Lakers, or Stephen Curry
leads Davidson to the brink
of Madness, as you do when
Stanford beats USC.
Or, and I still love saying, writing, thinking of this,
when Appalachian State
beats Michigan.
Regionally, there is the
excitement over TCF Bank
Stadium and the Golden Gophers returning to campus.
I know many of you are
allergic to maroon and gold
and it won’t rock like the
100,000-plus that Penn State
pulls, but the only DivisionI, Football Bowl Subdivision
team in the state will feel like
a college experience again.
Locally, the Huskies are

comprised of local “legends.” Maybe the safety is a
kid you went to school with.
Maybe the linebacker is
a guy you feared as a quarterback or ran over as a
running back. Maybe your
cousin dated the kicker.
In any case, the connections allow for more than
simple spectation. (Though
“spectation” is not a word,
I am formally asking for inclusion. It would be the act
of observation, but it would
be relegated to the sports
world. C’mon Webster, do I
have to do everything?)
Possibly the best part of
college football are the rivalries and trophies.
I will again go back to
the Gophers for this, but, is
there anything better than
forcing a team to beat you
to win back a water jug they

initially brought because
they were suspicious of the
water?
An axe to the winner of
the Wisconsin game, meant
to symbolize Paul Bunyan’s
tree chopper, and a pig to the
victor of the Iowa game. You
can’t make this stuff up.
The storylines are infinite, the pageantry gorgeous
and the thought of Ohio
State losing to Navy, well,
ticklish.
Then there are the “Better Dead Than Red” t-shirts,
the anger when Lee Corso
puts on the “wrong” mascot
head and Steve Spurrier telling rival Tennessee, “You
can’t spell Citrus without
UT.”
And, well, there’s Boise
State’s field. So blue. So
obnoxious. So college football.

It’s fantasy football time
E d d i e
George, Marvin Harrison,
Steve Beuerlein and Ed
McCaffery.
All
of
Jake
these
guys
Laxen
are now out
of the NFL
and you may
get a chuckle hearing their
names.
But a decade ago, when
I was just 11 years old, they
made up the core of my first
ever fantasy football team.
They made the fantasy
championship that year,
only to lose by six points
(thanks in part to a scoreless
Monday Night showing by
Harrison who dropped a
touchdown pass).
I’ve made it back to the
championship just once
since then. Though I’ve
been quite successful, going 12-1 one season and

starting out 9-0 last year,
my teams fall apart worse
than the Cubs.
I must be cursed.
And I think the players
know it. When I wanted to
trade for Plaxico Buress
last year I think he found
out and intentionally shot
himself in the leg.
But I won’t sit here and
bore you with long list of
my past players and teams.
I mean is there anything
more annoying than hearing someone rattle off their
fantasy football squad in
a league you are not in as
they label their “sleepers”?
Instead, as I prepare the
finishing touches on my
list for my 10th year in that
same very league with Lee,
Bobby, Bob, John, Sandy,
Eric and Patrick (the only
person different from the
original line-up and traditional bottom-feeder. Every
league’s got one), it’s time

to reflect on the impact fantasy football has had.
In my time of playing
fantasy football it seems
each year the numbers of
people playing just grows
and grows. That’s a good
thing for us print people because it makes everyone go
out and buy a magazine.
Also ESPN, Yahoo!
and other major media outlets have paid great deals
to have fantasy “experts.”
While there is always doubt
on their expertise, they at
least are good on striking
up a great online debate.
Television stations and
newspapers have special
fantasy impact segments.
I mean we all have to hear
which injured players are
playing that day and which
players emerged with big
days.
And Mondays are always better with fantasy
football.

It’s Monday morning
quarterback where you review the weekend at the
water cooler or wait to have
your game decided with the
Monday Night game.
I mean why else would
non-Philadelphia Eagles
fans bicker like it’s the
end of the world at Desean
Jackson when he dropped
the ball right before the end
zone. Or Brian Westbrook
when he took a knee on a
play that could’ve been an
easy score.
Fantasy football is now
only second to the NCAA
Basketball
Tournament
bracket in office sports
games.
You just can’t make too
many enemies on draft day.
Otherwise they might take
it out on you at work or
possibly shun you for the
duration of the season. Or
worse, ignore all your trade
requests.

But ah, draft day. It’s
the most exciting of them
all in the fantasy world
filled with calories, cockiness and yelling out T.J.
Who’syourmomma.
And then the best part
during the season is that
it makes all late season
football relevant. I mean
why else would we need
to watch a Bengals vs. the
Bills.
It’s because of Chad
Ochocinco, Carson Palmer, Terrell Owens and Marshawn Lynch.
And if your favorite
team is out of the race,
and the Vikings have been
a few times in the past 10
years, fantasy football is
the redemption. The football season still has meaning.
Just make sure you pick
the sleepers that wake up
and don’t stay sleeping.

Takeout can eat up your savings.
Pack your own lunch instead
of going out. $6 saved a day
x 5 days a week x 10 years
x 6% interest = $19,592. That
could be money in your pocket.
Small changes today. Big bucks
tomorrow. Go to feedthepig.org
for free savings tips.
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Huskies host tournament

Friday
•

Volleyball

•

Soccer

•

Cross Country

Tournament, 11:30 a.m. match
against Univeristy of Wis‐
consin Parkside. 4:30 p.m.
match against University of
Indianapolis.

4 p.m. match against Au‐
gustana.
St. John’s Open in Colleg‐
eville, Minn.

Saturday
•

Volleyball

Tournament, 9 a.m. match
against Quincy University. 2
p.m. match against St. Joseph
College.

•

SCSU junior middle hitter Kayla Tschida and sophomore outside hitter Erica Beacmon attempt to block a Wayne State Wildcats shot
in a game at Halenbeck Hall Saturday afternoon. Tschida was the only Husky selected to the All-Tournament Team.

Soccer

12 p.m. match against Min‐
nesota Duluth.

•

Football

•

Women’s Golf

1 p.m. match against Wayne
State.

Augustana Invite.

Sunday
•

Men’s Golf

•

Women’s Golf

Bemidji Invite.

Augustana Invite.

Sept. 14
•

Men’s Golf

Bemidji Invite.

Sept. 15
•

Volleyball

7 p.m. match against Win‐
ona State.

Sept. 18
•

Volleyball

7 p.m. match home against
Winona State.

Sept. 19
•
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Softball

SCSU Fall Invite. 10 a.m.
match against University of
Mary. 2 p.m. match against
Bemidji State. 4 p.m. match
against Northern State.

•

Soccer

•

Volleyball

•

Football

1 p.m. match against Wayne
State.
4 p.m. match against Upper
Iowa.
6 p.m. match against North‐
ern State.

Tyler Ohmann
Sports Editor
The Husky volleyball
team hosted a six-team nonconference tournament this
weekend at Halenbeck Hall.
Each team played four
of the other five teams in the
tournament.
Wayne State (Neb.) was
the only undefeated team,
winning all four of their
matches. Missouri S&T was
the only team without a victory.
SCSU went 1-3 beating Missouri S&T on Friday
evening, but losing to fifthranked
Nebraska-Kearney
Friday morning, Wayne State
(Neb.) Saturday afternoon
and Upper Iowa on Saturday
evening.
A key for the Huskies that
didn’t go quite as planned
was their defense.
“Our left side defense
and our right side defense are
backing out before the setter
sets the ball,” said Patricia
Gerchy SCSU head coach.
“So it’s just a discipline thing,
it’s not anything we need to
make a change for; it’s just
getting our right and left sides
disciplined on defense.”
Junior 5-foot-11 middle
hitter Kayla Tschida was the
lone Husky on the All-Tournament Team.
In the four games Tschida
had 50 kills, including a team
leading 18 in the win against
Missouri S&T. She also added 10 digs and 5 blocks.
Maybe it was the Huskies
pre-game ritual that did the
trick for Tschida.
“We kind of like listening to rap music down in the
locker room, just jam out,”
said teammate Sarah Madden.
Madden is SCSU’s libero
and led the team with 63 digs
in the tournament, she also
had four service aces.

2009 St. Cloud State Tournament Results:
Wayne State (Neb.) Wild Cats: 4-0
Ferris State Bulldogs: 3-1
Nebraska-Kearney Lopers: 3-1
Upper Iowa Peacocks: 1-3
St. Cloud State Huskies: 1-3
Missouri S&T Miners: 0-4
13 kills and 17 digs.
The Lopers were led by
Nikki Scott who had 19 kills
and Cola Svec who had 47
set-assists.

Game 2: SCSU 3,
Missouri S&T 2

After a disappointing
loss in the first game to fifthranked Nebraska-Kearney,
the Huskies came out hot
again in their Friday nightcap against the Miners of
Missouri S&T.
By a score of 25-22 the
Huskies took the first game.
After trading wins with
the miners the next three
games, SCSU needed to take
the tiebreaking fifth set to win
the match.
They did so in dominating fashion, finishing with an
Ashley Shields service ace.
Kayla Tschida led the
team with 18 kills in the
match, followed by junior

Ashley Shields’ 17 and first
year Taylor Beebe’s 13. Kiersten Mormann finished with
59 set-assists.
“I think that we got better at staying at the middle of
the game,” Madden said. “We
had trouble finishing in our
first game against NebraskiKearney, but today we finished in five against Missour
S&T.”
The Miners were led by
Julie Meyer who had 19 kills,
13 digs and 2 service aces.
She was later named to the
All-Tournament Team

Game 3: Wayne
State (Neb.) 3,
SCSU 0

In the Huskies only match
that was finished after three
games, the Huskies came out
on the losing end.
The Wildcats of Wayne
State played nearly flawlessly the entire tournament, only

dropping two games and finishing 4-0 for the weekend.
Against the Huskies they
won by scores of 25-20, 2518 and 25-14, handing the
Huskies their second loss of
the tournament and fifth of
the season.
Leading the Wildcats was
Tali Fredrickson who had 12
kills, 10 digs and a service
ace.
Wayne State was the only
team to get two players on
the All-Tournament Team,
Lea Hartigan and Jennifer
Hefner.
“We are not in any position to be worrying about our
opponent. What we focus on
in practice and what we focus
on in pre-game is taking care
of our side of the floor,” Gerchy said.

Game 4: Upper
Iowa 3, SCSU 1

In four close games, Up-

per Iowa managed to come
out the victors, taking the last
three games by five or less
points.
The Peacocks improved
to 6-3 on the season, while
the Huskies fell to 2-6.
For the third time in four
matches this weekend the
Huskies took the first game,
after that they were just unable to close out another win.
“If you watch the teams
coming in here everybody
brings it,” Gerchy said. “Everybody brings the same
thing, its just training your
middle to hold and wait.”
Leading the Peacocks
was All-Tournament Team
selection, Shea Meyeremann
who had 16 kills and 18 digs.
Keri Vance also led the team
with 42 set-assists and added
18 digs.
The Huskies were led by
Kiersten Mormann, who had
45 set-assists, 10 digs, three
kills and a service ace. Senior Stephanie Coxon had 18
digs, and Kayla Tschida led
the Huskies with 13 kills.
The Huskies finished
1-3 for the weekend and 2-6
overall for the season.
Junior hitter Ashley
Shields had 44 kills and 51
digs on the weekend.
First year Taylor Beebe
had 41 kills and three blocks.
Kiersten Mormann finished the weekend with 176
set-assists, 31 digs.

•See Volleyball/ Page 14

Game one: Nebraska-Kearney
3, SCSU 1

The Huskies came out of
the gates hot against the fifthranked Lopers taking the first
game 26-24.
They managed to play
two more close games losing
the second and third only 2522 and 25-21.
However they fell apart
the third game and were unable to get anything going,
losing 25-12.
“So we’re right there and
we just need to make things
go our way. That’s going to
come on more consistent
passing, and not giving fundamental errors,” Gerchy said
after the game.
“As soon as we capitalize
on those and capitalize on the
opponent’s mistakes it’s going to go the other way.”
SCSU was led in set-assists by junior Kiersten Mormann who had 39. Ashley
Shields led the Huskies with
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SCSU defeated the Missouri S&T Miners in five games at Halenbeck Hall Friday evening. Taylor Beebe and
Ashley Shields attempt to block a Miner spike.

